SNAPSHOTS FROM THE ARTROOM...

Riley (Room 5) painting with a Chinese brush and ink on a Chinese paper scroll.

Eliza (Room 7) painting her Chinese lantern. We hung them in the hall to celebrate Chinese New Year and Easter.

Shevaun (Room 6) moves the paint brush across the Chinese paper scroll.

Zoe (Room 1) enjoys the feeling of the brush bumping over the folds in the Chinese scroll. It made a funny noise.

Riley (Room 5) painting with a Chinese brush and ink on a Chinese paper scroll.

Ollie (Room 2) explores sensory balls, paint and glitter with his hands.

“Autumn Time” paper mural by the students in Room 6.
Elliott (Room 3) shares a joke with the class before we get started in art! Socialisation is a big part of the art programme.

Fashion designs brought to you by the artists of “House of Belmore” fashion label, Balwyn.

Molly (Room 4) explores shapes and colour in her painting on canvas.

“Winter Time” mixed media collage, by Room 3.